
Take & Make: 
 Paper Wheels

November 16, 2020

Supplies Included:
Book Pages: Large, Medium & Small (5 each)
Colored Paper (5 sheets)
Gems (5)
Twine

I followed this diagram to
start making paper wheels. 

With the supplies included, I
was able to make 5 wheels.

Confession: I think folding is
BORING but I love the finished
product. 

I cut various designs in the
folded paper and used
different sized hole punches.

Not Included:
Scissors
Glue
Ruler
Hole Punch



Large Wheel: Use 3 pages of colored paper. Cut in 1/2 long ways (4 in x 11.5 in). Accordion fold along the
shortest edge, my folds were approximately every .75 inches again. Fold 5 remaining strips. Cut design or
use hole punch. This time you will glue all the strips together, gluing the short edge to another strip's short
edge. When you flatten it, it will form a circle. Use a drop of hot glue to secure the middle and add gem. 

Small Wheel: Using remaining paper, cut strips 2.5 in x 8.5 in. Accordion fold, my folds were .75 inches
again. Fold remaining strips, cut design or use hole punch. I only used 4 strips for the smallest paper wheel.
Finish paper wheel using same steps as large wheel.

Large Wheel: Use 5 large book pages. Accordion fold along the longest edge. My folds were
approximately every .75 inches. Once page is folded, fold page in 1/2 and glue the edges together. Fold
remaining 4 pages and glue. Before gluing 5 pieces together, cut design or punch holes.  Glue all 5 pieces
together, this should form a circle. I used a bit of hot glue in the center to make it more secure. Add gem
to cover hot glue. Follow the same steps for the Medium and Small wheel.

Use twine to hang paper wheels,
individually or in row. Or group them
to display on a wall. 


